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Accredited Service Dog Training and Placement

ICAN’s service dogs provide independence, break barriers, and help Indiana children, adults, and veterans overcome challenges.
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Be part of the mission.



Make a monthly gift







Nearly 61 million Americans live with a disability that significantly impacts them each day.







Children and adults with disabilities often struggle with stability and social acceptance. 

We're here to help them find hope, worth, and independence. 







View Details















	
“I am very thankful for the opportunity and the skillset ICAN has given me and for the confidence, I now feel for my future.”






Frank, ICAN Handler


	
“[Our daughter] Olivia has a rare genetic disorder called spinocerebellar ataxia type 5 (SCA5) with congenital onset. Five years ago, our original hopes for Ally and Olivia included Ally helping Olivia with dropped items, turning on and off lights, pulling her walker to her, and providing a social bridge. We quickly saw those goals met and started to see so many other possibilities.




Joan, mother of ICAN client Olivia


	
“My life is now more structured and disciplined because I need to provide structure and consistency to the dog. I’ve become more patient because I have to work at the dog’s pace for learning, and not my own. This program is a pocket of hope in an environment of sorrow and despair.”






Rheann, ICAN Handler


	
“I applied for a service dog because I have many physical disabilities from my time in the Marine Corps that make daily life difficult. I was fortunate that the VA quickly agreed with my request to be approved for a service dog based on my current disabilities. I also wanted a dog that could be cross-trained in both physical and emotional support, as I have PTSD from my time in the service and as a firefighter/paramedic.






John, ICAN Client and Marine Corp Veteran


	
“Volunteering has given me deep life-long friendships through a dynamic volunteer training program."







Judy Harrington, ICAN Volunteer


	
“At the end of the day, the three weeks I spend working with each dog is just a small part of their two-year training process, but the impact that each and every furlough has had on me is so unique and long-lasting.”







Marisa Maines, ICAN Furlough Volunteer


	
“Trained volunteers are ready to help as much as you need. You are never without someone to call on for a question or concern. You will be part of a team.”







Beverly Radloff, ICAN Litter Host Volunteer


	
“ICAN provides ample opportunity for interested volunteers to learn about whelping through observation and working with current whelping hosts. You will never stop learning.”






Beverly Radloff, ICAN Litter Host Volunteer
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We train several types of service dogs to help people find new perspectives, purpose, and hope. 














Our accredited service dog training and Indiana placement program provides safety, friendship, and independence for children and adults with disabilities.

Additionally, our program helps inmate handlers move beyond their mistakes, find purpose, gain hope, and learn the skills they need to successfully return to the community — all by training service dogs that help someone else.






It costs $25,000 to train one dog, however, clients are only responsible for 10% of this cost. 

Please note: We cannot place a dog in a home that intends to train the canine using an electric fence.

The cost of a service dog includes supporting the client and dog during its time in service, which averages eight to 10 years. ICAN trains and places the following types of service dogs:



Mobility Assistance
We train mobility assistance dogs to perform helpful tasks for children and adults who use wheelchairs or have mobility challenges. Some of the trainable tasks include:

	Picking up and retrieving named objects
	Opening and closing doors and cabinets
	Pushing automatic door and elevator buttons
	Turning light switches on and off
	Safely crossing a parking lot with you or your child
	Tugging off your socks or jacket
	Acting as a brace to help you get up from your couch or bed



Please note: Placement requires you to be able to manage your mobility assistance dog on your own when out in public. Generally, individuals must be at least 16 years of age before they're mature enough to do so.



Get Started



Veteran Assistance
A service dog can impact your recovery in ways you never thought possible. A veteran assistance dog can assist with mobility, interrupt a nightmare, alert you if you’re showing signs of anxiety, and give you a sense of peace as you heal from your trauma.

Our comforting and capable service dogs for veterans are trained to:

	Help overcome mobility challenges
	Comfort and alert when you’re feeling anxious
	Supplement therapy to aid in recovery




Get Started



Facility
We train our facility service dogs with the skills necessary to work with professionals in schools, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers, and courtrooms.

With a dog assisting your students, patients, or clients, you can help them overcome challenges with confidence and experience unconditional love.

A skilled facility dog can:

	Enter your facility to assist a specific person or group
	Unite a community by helping break barriers




Get Started



In-Home Skilled Companion
Our in-home skilled companion dogs do NOT have public access or ADA coverage, but they DO graduate with the same skills as our service dogs.

An in-home skilled companion dog can help you overcome daily challenges, find independence, and rely less on your family and friends. These dogs are trained to:

	Assist with everyday household tasks
	Retrieve a phone or push a medical alert button in an emergency
	Provide companionship




Get Started













Overcome

mobility challenges and trauma with a loving service dog by your side.







Get Started































ICAN advocates for independence and opportunity by facilitating partnerships between people and dogs to unleash possibility.

Our accredited service dog training and Indiana placement program provides safety, friendship, and independence for children, veterans, and adults with disabilities and veterans with service-related trauma specific to PTSD, traumatic brain injury, and military sexual trauma.

We are in the process of updating our website. If you need immediate assistance or additional information, please contact us.

ICAN is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization; donations are tax-deductible. Please consult your accountant or financial advisor to determine how tax laws affect you.



View Financials

2022 Impact Report

Inclusivity Statement

ICAN believes in unleashing possibility.

	We work to provide equal access to opportunities and resources for the people we serve.
	We are committed to the core value of empathy and strive to create an environment in which all individuals are treated with respect and dignity.
	We believe each individual has the right to work and volunteer in a professional atmosphere that promotes equitable treatment, that celebrates differences.
	We commit to being aware of, and sensitive to, other’s feeling, thoughts and experiences; and treat people with dignity.


 

ICAN further encourages reporting of all perceived incidents of discrimination or harassment. It is the policy of ICAN to promptly and thoroughly investigate such reports. ICAN prohibits retaliation against any individual who reports discrimination or harassment or who participates in an investigation of such reports.










Visit Us



5100 Charles Court, Suite 100

Zionsville, IN 46077



(317) 250-6450




Hours of Operation


Monday- Thursday

9am - 5pm

 All other times by appointment.




Media Inquiries

For media inquiries, contact:

Samantha Thompson

ICAN Communications Manager

sam@icandog.org

317-385-9636


Follow Us
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